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Abstract
In this paper it is proved that a power linear Keller map of dimension four over a /eld of
characteristic zero is linearly triangularizable. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 14R15; 14R10
Let K be a /eld. A polynomial map F over K in dimension n is an n-tuple
(F1; F2; : : : ; Fn) of polynomials in K[X1; X2; : : : ; Xn]. The degree of F is de/ned by
degF =maxni=1 deg Fi. If G is another polynomial map of the same dimension then
the composition F ◦ G is de/ned to be the polynomial map (F1(G1; G2; : : : ; Gn); : : : ;
Fn(G1; G2; : : : ; Gn)). We say that F is invertible if there exists a polynomial map G
such that F ◦G=G ◦F =(X1; : : : ; Xn). It is said to be a Keller map if the determinant
of its jacobian JF =(@Fi=@Xj) is a nonzero element in K , i.e. det JF ∈K∗. By the chain
rule for jacobians, invertible polynomial maps are Keller maps. The famous Jacobian
conjecture states that if charK =0 then any Keller map is invertible (see [1] or [6]).
A polynomial map F is power linear if it is of the form (X1+Ad1 ; X2+A
d
2 ; : : : ; Xn+A
d
n)
where Ai is a linear form in X1; X2; : : : ; Xn. It is cubic linear if it is power linear with
its power d=3. Druzkowski [4] showed that in case charK =0 if cubic linear Keller
maps are invertible then the Jacobian conjecture would be true.
A polynomial map is elementary if it is of the form (X1; : : : ; Xi−1; Xi+p; Xi+1; : : : ; Xn)
where p∈K[X1; : : : ; Xi−1; Xˆ i; Xi+1; : : : ; Xn]. It is tame if it can be written as a compo-
sition of invertible linear maps and elementary maps. A polynomial map is triangu-
lar if it is of the form (X1 + p1; X2 + p2; : : : ; Xn + pn) where pi is a polynomial
in K[Xi+1; Xi+2; : : : ; Xn]. It is linearly triangularizable if it becomes triangular after
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conjugated by some linear invertible map. It is not hard to show that linearly triangular-
izable maps are tame and that tame maps are invertible. The tame generators conjecture
asserts that an invertible polynomial map is tame. This is proved in dimension two by
Jung [8] and van der Kulk [9]. For dimensions beyond two, it is an open problem.
Note that Rusek [11] conjectures that a quadratic Keller map in any dimension is tame.
It has been proved that power linear Keller maps in dimension three is linearly
triangularizable (see [2]). In this note this is proved for dimension four. Therefore,
these maps are tame and invertible proving the Jacobian conjecture, the tame gener-
ators conjecture as well as Rusek’s conjecture (when d=2) in this case. It is worth
noting that the result is a special case of that of Druzk˙owski [5] and Cheng [3] if
d=3, and also a special case of Meisters, Olech, van den Essen and Hubbers if d=2
(see [7,10]). The proof of this paper could be shortened by quoting the latter result
(when d=2). It should be pointed out also that if the polynomial map (X1+H1; : : : ; Xn+
Hn) is Keller then it is also linearly triangularizable, if Hi is quadratic and n6 4
(see [7,10]) or if Hi is cubic and n=3 (see [12]).
Theorem. Let K be a 6eld with characteristic 0 and let F =(X + Ad; Y + Bd; Z +
Cd;W + Dd) be a polynomial map over K with d¿ 2 where A; B; C; D are linear
forms in X; Y; Z;W . If det JF =1 then F is linearly triangularizable.
Proof. Let A= a1X +a2Y +a3Z+a4W , B= b1X +b2Y +b3Z+b4W , C = c1X +c2Y +
c3Z + c4W and D=d1X + d2Y + d3Z + d4W . For convenience we let
[xy]pq=
[
xp xq
yp yq
]
; [xyz]pqr =

 xp xq xryp yq yr
zp zq zr

 ;
[xyzw]pqrs=


xp xq xr xs
yp yq yr ys
zp zq zr zs
wp wq wr ws

 :
We also let (xy)pq=det [xy]pq, (xyz)pqr =det [xyz]pqr and (xyzw)pqrs=det [xyzw]pqrs.
By expanding det JF and collecting homogeneous components we see that det JF ∈K∗
(or det JF =1) is equivalent to the following:
a1Ad−1 + b2Bd−1 + c3Cd−1 + d4Dd−1 = 0; (J1)
(ab)12 Ad−1Bd−1 + (ac)13Ad−1Cd−1 + (ad)14Ad−1Dd−1
+ (bc)23 Bd−1Cd−1 + (bd)24Bd−1Dd−1 + (cd)34Cd−1Dd−1 = 0; (J2)
(abc)123 Ad−1Bd−1Cd−1 + (abd)124Ad−1Bd−1Dd−1
+ (acd)134 Ad−1Cd−1Dd−1 + (bcd)234Bd−1Cd−1Dd−1 = 0; (J3)
(abcd)1234 Ad−1Bd−1Cd−1Dd−1 = 0: (J4)
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Case 1: Suppose at least three of A; B; C; D are zero. After linear conjugation by an
appropriate permutation map, we may assume that B=C =D=0. If A=0 then F = I .
Otherwise, by (J1), a1 = 0. In either case F is triangular.
Case 2: Suppose exactly two of A; B; C; D are zero. After an appropriate linear
conjugation we may assume that C =D=0 and that A; B are not similar. For if B= sA
for some s∈K then, after a linear conjugation by (X; Y − sdX; Z;W ), we may assume
that B=0 reducing to (Case 1). By (J1) a1 = b2 = 0 and, by (J2), (ab)12 = 0. Hence
one row of [ab]12 is zero. After conjugating with a permutation map, we may assume
that a1 = b1 = b2 = 0. Hence F is triangular.
Case 3: Suppose only one of A; B; C; D is zero. As before, we may assume that
D=0 and that no two of A; B; C are similar. By (J3), (abc)123 = 0 and, by (J2),
(ab)12 = (ac)13 = (bc)23 = 0. By Proposition 1 below, after conjugating with a per-
mutation map, we may assume that M = [abc]123 either has a dependence index k,
0¡k¡ 3, or has rank at most 1. In the earlier case we /rst assume that k =1. Then
the /rst column of M is zero so a1 = 0. By (J1), b2 = c3 = 0 since B; C are inde-
pendent. As (bc)23 = 0, the matrix [bc]23 has a zero row, and after conjugating with
(X; Z; Y;W ), we may assume that its third row is zero. Hence F is triangular. Sup-
pose k =2. Then c1 = c2 = c3 = 0. Hence, by (J1), a1 = b2 = 0. Since (ab)12 = 0, after
linear conjugation, we may assume that a1 = b1 = b2 = 0. So F is triangular. Hence it
remains to treat the case where rankM6 1. Suppose d=2. We write A=A1 + a4W
where A1 = a1X + a2Y + a3Z . If A1 = 0 then (J1) implies b2 = c3 = 0, and (J2) implies
(bc)23 = 0. Consequently b3c2 = 0 and conjugating with an appropriate permutation map
yields a triangular map. If A1 =0 then we have
F =(X + (A1 + a4W )2; Y + (rA1 + b4W )2; Z + (sA1 + c4W )2; W );
for some r; s∈K . Assume /rst that r =0 and note that b4 = ra4 since A; B are inde-
pendent. Let
%1 = (X; Y − r2X; Z − s2X;W );
%2 =
(
X; Y; Z − s(c4 − sa4)
r(b4 − ra4)Y;W
)
;
%3 = (X; Y + r2X; Z;W ):
Then
F =%3 ◦ %2 ◦ %1 ◦ F ◦ %−11 %−12 ◦ %−12
= (X + ( LA1 + a4W )2; Y + (r LA1 + b4W )2; Z + tW 2; W )
for some t ∈K and LA1 a linear form in X; Y; Z . If r=0 then, after conjugating with
a permutation map, we reduce F to the same form above. Hence we may assume
that c1 = c2 = c3 = 0. By (J1), a1 = b2 = 0; by (J2), (ab)12 = 0 which implies that one
row of [ab]12 is zero. After a linear conjugation, we may assume that b1 = b2 = 0,
and F becomes triangular. Next we assume that d¿ 3. Since rankM6 1 we have
rank[abcd]12346 2. After a linear conjugation, we may assume that C =p1A + p2B.
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Since C =0 and no two of A; B; C are similar, p1 =0 and p2 =0. Substituting C =p1A+
p2B into (J1) we get a polynomial in A; B. Since A; B are independent, the coeMcients
of Ad−1; Bd−1 and Ad−2B in this polynomial are zero, so we get
a1 + c3pd−11 = 0; (1)
b2 + c3pd−12 = 0; (2)
c3pd−21 p2 = 0: (3)
Now (3) implies c3 = 0 so a1 = b2 = 0 follow from (1) and (2). Hence all principle
minors of M are zero and, by Lemma 1:2 of [5], F is linearly triangularizable.
Case 4: Suppose none of A; B; C; D are zero. We may also assume as before that
no two of A; B; C; D are dependent. Using (J3) and (J4), we see that M = [abcd]1234
satis/es the hypothesis of the Proposition. Hence, either M has a dependence index
k, 0¡k¡ 4, or rankM6 2. Suppose M has a dependence index k. If k =1 then
a1 = b1 = c1 =d1 = 0 so (ay)1i =0 for i =1 and y∈{b; c; d}. So (J2) implies that all
2 × 2 principle minors of M1 = [bcd]234 are zero. Since k =1, the last three rows of
M are dependent. Hence M1 satis/es the hypothesis of Proposition 1 below, and so
either rankM16 1 or M1 has a dependence index k1, 0¡k1¡ 3. In the /rst case,
C;D are dependent, a contradiction. In the second case, if k1 = 1 then c2 =d2 = 0 so
(cd)34 = 0 implies that C;D are dependent; if k1 = 2 then D=0, also a contradiction.
If k =2 then C;D are dependent and if k =3 then D=0. In both cases we have a
contradiction. Henceforth we assume that rankM6 2. In fact, using our hypotheses
on A; B; C; D, rankM =2. After conjugating with a permutation map we may assume
that
C =p1A+ p2B; D= q1A+ q2B: (∗)
By assumption, pi =0, qi =0 and (pq)12 =0. If d=2 let
’1 = [X; Y; Z − p21X − p22Y;W − q21X − q22Y ];
’2 =
[
X; Y; Z;W − q1q2
p1p2
Z
]
;
’3 = [X; Y; Z + p21X + p
2
2Y;W ];
then
’3 ◦ ’2 ◦ ’1 ◦ F ◦ ’−11 ◦ ’−12 ◦ ’−13 = (X + A˜
2
; Y + B˜
2
; Z + (p1A˜+ p2B˜)2; W );
reducing to Case 3.
By [3] we may assume d¿ 3. Substituting (∗) into (J2) we get a polynomial in A; B.
Since A; B are algebraically independent, the coeMcients of A2d−2, A2d−3B, A2d−4B2,
AB2d−3, B2d−2 are zero, so we have
pd−11 (ac)13 + q
d−1
1 (ad)14 + p
d−1
1 q
d−1
1 (cd)34 = 0; (4)
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pd−21 p2(ac)13 + q
d−2
1 q2(ad)14 + p
d−2
1 q
d−2
1 (p1q2 + p2q1)(cd)34 = 0; (5)(
d− 1
2
)
pd−31 p
2
2(ac)13 +
(
d− 1
2
)
qd−31 q
2
2(ad)14 +
((
d− 1
2
)
pd−31 p
2
2q
d−1
1
+
(
d− 1
2
)
pd−11 q
d−3
1 q
2
2 + (d− 1)2pd−21 p2qd−21 q2
)
(cd)34 = 0; (6)
p1pd−22 (bc)23 + q1q
d−2
2 (bd)24 + p
d−2
2 q
d−2
2 (p1q2 + p2q1)(cd)34 = 0; (7)
pd−12 (bc)23 + q
d−1
2 (bd)24 + p
d−1
2 q
d−1
2 (cd)34 = 0: (8)
Subtracting p1 times (5) from p2 times (4) and p2 times (7) from p1 times (8), we
get
(ad)14 =− p
d
1q2
(pq)12
(cd)34; (9)
(bd)24 =
pd2q1
(pq)12
(cd)34: (10)
Substituting (9) and (10) into (4) and (8) respectively, we get
(ac)13 =
p2qd1
(pq)12
(cd)34; (11)
(bc)23 =− p1q
d
2
(pq)12
(cd)34: (12)
If (cd)34 =0 then, by substituting (9) and (11) into (6) and clearing denominators, we
get
pd−21 p2q
d−2
1 q2(pq)12 = 0
a contradiction. Thus (cd)34 = 0, by (9)–(12) and (J2), all 2 × 2 principal minors of
M are zero. Substituting (∗) into (J1) and setting coeMcients of Ad−2B; Ad−3B2 zero,
we have
(pd−21 p2)c3 + (q
d−2
1 q2)d4 = 0;
(pd−31 p
2
2)c3 + (q
d−3
1 q
2
2)d4 = 0:
It is easy to see that c3 =d4 = 0 since the coeMcient matrix has nonzero determi-
nant. Hence, by (J1), a1 = b2 = 0. Thus all principal minors of M are zero and, by
Lemma 1:2 of [5] again, F is linearly triangularizable.
Proposition 1. Let M be a nonzero n× n matrix over a 6eld; n¿ 2. If all principle
minors of M of orders n and n−1 are zero then; after conjugation with a permutation
matrix; one of the following holds:
(i) rankM6 n− 2.
(ii) There exists an integer k with 0¡k¡n such that the 6rst k columns are lin-
early dependent and the last n− k rows are linearly dependent. (We shall refer
to k as a dependence index of M:)
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Proof. (⇒) We assume (i) is false and show that (ii) must hold. Hence rankM = n−1
since detM =0. We shall denote the ith row by Ri and the ith column by Ci. After
conjugating by a permutation matrix, assume that Rn= r1R1 + · · ·+ rn−1Rn−1. We may
also assume that there exists an integer k, 06 k6 n−1, such that ri =0, for i6 k and
ri =0 for i¿ k. Let LM be the matrix obtained from M by deleting the last row and let
Lmi be the minor of LM by deleting the ith column. If mi denotes the principle minor of
M by deleting the ith row and column then mi =(−1)n−i−1ri Lmi. Therefore Lmi =0 for
i¿ k. If k =0 then rankM6 n − 2, a contradiction. Hence k ¿ 0 and the last n − k
rows are linearly dependent. Since rankM = n− 1 there are n− 1 linearly independent
columns. Let {C1; : : : ; Cˆj; : : : ; Cn} be a set of linearly independent columns where j is a
/xed index. Since Lmi =0 for i¿ k, it is easy to see that j6 k. The same also implies
that {C1; : : : ; Cˆi; : : : ; Cn} is linearly dependent if i¿ k. So Cj is a linear combination of
{C1; : : : ; Cˆj; : : : ; Cˆi; : : : ; Cn} for any i¿ k, otherwise {C1; : : : ; Cˆj; : : : ; Cˆi; : : : ; Cn} would
be dependent contradicting the fact that {C1; : : : ; Cˆj; : : : ; Cn} is independent. The last
fact also implies that these linear combinations must be unique and so Cj is a linear
combination of {C1; : : : ; Cˆj; : : : ; Ck} and (ii) is proved.
Remark. It is easy to show that the converse of the proposition holds.
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